


COLOSSIANS 4:3-6  
3 And pray for us, too, that 
God may open a door for 
our message, so that we 

may proclaim the 
mystery of Christ, for 

which I am in 
chains. 4 Pray that I may 

proclaim it CLEARLY, as I 
should.



GUILT/INNOCENCE 
Global West

SHAME/HONOR 
Global East

FEAR/POWER 
Global South







EPHESIANS 6:12 
For our struggle is 

not against flesh and 
blood, but against the 

rulers, against the 
authorities,



EPHESIANS 6:12 
against the powers

of this dark world and 
against the 

spiritual forces 
of evil in the heavenly 

realms. 





FP CULTURE GOAL
To appease, avoid 
or control spiritual 

powers for your 
benefit 



FP CULTURE 
MORALITY

Inherited methods 
and techniques for 
spiritual protection.



GI: Formal education

SH: apprentice through 
family connection

FP: Receive sacred 
knowledge 

JOB SKILLS



GI: Harmless and   
unique

SH: Embarrassing 
blemish to hide

FP: Sign or omen

BIRTHMARK



GI: Seek justice

SH: Revenge or   
withdrawal 

FP: Place a curse

OFFENDED PERSON



GI: Internal conscience

SH: Public reputation

FP: Fate

MISDEEDS





SALVATION 

STORY 



HEBREWS 2:14-15 
He too shared in their 
humanity so that by 
his death he might 
break the power of 
him who holds the 

power of death, that 
is, the devil,



HEBREWS 2:14-15 
and free those who 
all their lives were 
held in slavery by 

their fear of death.



EPHESIANS 1:19-21 
That power is the same 
as the mighty strength 
20 he exerted when he 
raised Christ from the 

dead and seated him at 
his right hand in the 

heavenly realms 



EPHESIANS 1:19-21 
21 far above all rule and 

authority, power and 
dominion, and every 
name that is invoked, 
not only in the present 
age but also in the one 

to come. 



COLOSSIANS 1:13 
He has rescued us 
from the domain of 

darkness and 
transferred us into 
the kingdom of the 

Son he loves.



1 JOHN 4:18
Perfect love casts 

out fear. 



EPHESIANS 
6:13-17

The armor of 
God 



GI: Breaking divine 
law

SH: Dishonor

FP: Idolatry

SIN



GI: Total depravity

SH: Unacceptable

FP: Vulnerability

OUR MAIN PROBLEM



GI: Judgment

SH: Disgrace

FP: Bondage

CONSEQUENCES



GI: Morality

SH: Identity

FP: Rituals and 
secrets

FALSE HOPE



GI: Substitute 

SH: Reconciler

FP: Conqueror

CHRIST



GI: Overcomes guilt 

SH: Overcomes 
shame

FP: Overcomes 
weakness

GRACE



The primary instruments 
of evangelism are the 

Word of God, the Spirit of 
God, supernatural love 

and prayer.

EFFECTIVE 

EVANGELISM





“The greatest trick 
the devil ever 

pulled was 
convincing the 

world he did not 
exist.”





Marvel at the 

3D GOSPEL



THE 3D GOSPEL


